
The Wired World of Academic Romance 
an innovation and network theories explanation for the growth of niche academia 

While the study of popular romance as a subject matter arguably began in 1979 with Ann Barr 

Snitow’s “Mass Market Romance: Pornography for Women is Different,” popular romance as a genre of 

study is only now coming into its own as a valid discipline in and of itself. While any number of academic 

and social arguments for the recent growth of popular romance studies can be made, I shall leave those 

to others to make. What I am looking at is not why romance studies is of interest to modern scholars, 

but the role that modern technologies played (and continue to play) in that interest; to wit, how the 

internet has enabled scholars around the world to act on a common topical interest and create a 

legitimate academic niche in a very short time. 

I argue that the internet era has allowed for the growth of niche academia in general, and 

popular romance studies in particular, for two primary reasons: 1) the scale-free nature of the networks 

it is predicated upon have reduced the investment for connectivity of the participants below the 

threshold for perceived value, and 2) the internet’s disruptive innovations have changed not only how 

we perform scholarly work, but also how we think about that work, shifting the accepted definition of 

scholarly study and creating a more resilient and dynamic platform for the stable growth of 

organizations willing to forge an innovative path.  

Background: Network theory 101 

What exactly is a network? 

If I were to say “social network,” most people in the modern Facebook era would assume I mean 

“social media.” But a network has a much broader scope than one’s Twitter followers. Simply put, a 



network is “a collection of points joined together in pairs by lines” (Newman 1). These points are most 

often called vertices or nodes, and the lines are edges or (more rarely) links. Cohesive groupings of 

connected vertices within a network are called components. 

 

Figure 1: Basic network, showing nodes (vertices) and edges (Weisstein, Graph Edge) 

Degree 

In Figure 1, there are two nodes which have two links, one node with three, and one node with 

one. These would be claimed to have a degree of two, three, and one, respectively. 

The component above presumes that the connection is two-way, or undirected. However, if 

node A’s relationship to node B were not reciprocal (think Twitter: someone can follow you, even when 

you don’t follow them back), then the edges would be drawn with arrowheads, and the result would be 

called a directed network: 

 

Figure 2: A directed graph (Weisstein, Directed Graph) 



Directed networks have a slightly more complicated computation of the number of constituent 

components, based on the ability of any one vertex to reach other(s) and vice versa. Because links run 

only one way, this allows for more specific measurements of relationships. Degree calculations also 

change: in Figure 2, outdegree and indegree would be specified separately. 

Now that we’ve established what we’re connecting (vertices), and how we’re connecting them 

(edges), we can move on to how looking at how these relationships can give us information. 

Centrality  

Most basically, centrality is a measure of the connectedness of a vertex. 

1) Degree centrality—is much as it sounds. For undirected networks, it is simply the number of 

edges a vertex has; for directed networks, indegree and outdegree are separated. This gives us a 

better idea of influence. For instance, how many times a paper is cited is considered a measure 

of its influence on a genre of study (indegree centrality). 

2) Eigenvector centrality—is an extension of degree centrality. Instead of a simple unweighted 

score for every vertex, Eigenvector centrality accounts for how connected one’s connections 

are. A link forwarded by me via Twitter would likely receive vastly fewer hits than one 

forwarded by Justin Bieber, because he has over fourteen million followers, while I have about 

85 (Twitter.com). His eigenvector centrality in a common network would be very high compared 

to mine. 

3) Betweenness centrality—the ‘gatekeeper’: betweenness is a measurement of the importance of 

a node to the network as a whole. High betweenness indicates that removal of a node would 

increase the path-length for other nodes’ connections, or even sever those paths entirely. 



 

Figure 3: Betweenness Centrality—the black node has a high betweenness, despite having half the degree 
centrality of the shaded nodes. 

Clustering coefficient 

Newman describes clustering this way:  

[it] can be thought of [ . . . ] as the fraction of pairs of people with a common 

friend who are themselves friends or equivalently as the mean probability that two 

people with a common friend are themselves friends. (200) 

So when its clustering coefficient is high, the vertex is bound in a tightly-knit group of 

interconnected vertices. 

Scale-free networks 

A network is “scale-free” when the degree distribution of vertices follows a power law, meaning 

that it will follow the same degree distribution ratio at any scale. One sees the same picture at any level 

of magnification, hence the term “scale-free.” So while the total number of edges distributed between a 

set of vertices can be the same, random and scale-free distribution patterns look remarkably different: 



 

Figure 4: Random and Scale-Free Networks (Castillo) 

Both of the networks shown in Figure 4 have 32 nodes and 32 edges. How those edges are 

differently distributed, however, is apparent at a glance. In graph (b), several hubs (handily shaded) have 

a significantly higher-than-average degree of six or seven, while most vertices (25) have a degree 

centrality of one or two. The remaining vertices fall logarithmically through the remaining degrees. 

Assortative Mixing 

Assortative mixing is the tendency of vertices to connect to others that are like them in some 

way. Sometimes called homophily, this tendency is where cross-pollination becomes likely: e.g., I have 

connections within academia, popular romance, and film communities—when I see something from one 

discipline that is of interest to another, I will forward that information to those I think would benefit 

from it. 

“Small World” Phenomenon 

The term “six degrees of separation” is a common one, which was coined in the 1960s with the 

work of Milgram (Newman 54). Cowan and Jonard have since gone on to show that knowledge diffusion 

is best attained not with complete cliquishness, but with a “small world” of smaller cliques joined by 

bridges of high-betweenness vertices. 
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Figure 5: Small World Phenomenon (Cowan and Jonard) 

Preferential Attachment 

The last of the major network terms, preferential attachment, is sometimes called the “rich get 

richer” phenomenon. It is a class of mathematical descriptions of how various scale-free networks add 

vertices. For example, citation networks are scale-free, with the probability of a paper being cited 

increasing proportionally based on the number of citations it already has (hence the lingering power of 

Pamela Regis’ “four Horsewomen of the romance apocalypse” (Regis, What do critics owe the romance? 

Keynote Address)). 

How does network theory apply to Romancelandia? 

Starting with a true (small-) world story 

Scanning my internet news one day, I saw an interesting article: a nature 

writer had found himself embroiled in the middle of a romance-novel plagiarism 

scandal. The article, written by Paul Tolme (the plagiarized author), was so 

entertaining that I immediately went to find the “Smart Bitches” website to find 

out more. It turned out that the Smart Bitches’ blog was validation for all my 

romance-reading years—I wasn’t the only brainy girl who read them? Real 

academic feminists studied this stuff in the real world? Nora Roberts commented 



on their pages?—WOW. I became an instant Smart Bitches devotee, following through to read the Dear 

Author and Teach Me Tonight blogs as well. 

This new mental re-classification of my favored reading material inspired me to draft an 

undergrad paper analyzing a popular romance author’s treatment of heterosexual power dynamics, 

which was apparently good enough that my professor suggested I submit it to the PCA/ACA national 

conference. I did, it was accepted, and in St. Louis I discovered IASPR, the brand-new International 

Association for the Study of Popular Romance. I’m now the JPRS copyeditor. My IASPR/JPRS work was a 

factor in my acceptance to grad school, and my network theory studies earned me a spot to present 

here at the “Popular Romance in the New Millennium.”  

Why do we care? 

This anecdote is a microcosmic example of my thesis. The most famous offspring of the internet, 

the world wide web, is a vast scale-free network. Through assortative mixing, I selected the Tolme 

article out of a massive array of news, because I like romance novels. He’d gotten the tip from the Smart 

Bitches, because of their status as a major hub within the popular romance blogosphere. From the 

Smart Bitches, connections I moved through to join the smaller hub of academics interested in studying 

popular romance. Finally, those scholars were open to a topic that is not directly studying the genre, but 

the study itself, in a meta-analytic fashion. It is a small world after all. 

The ease of moving through and between hubs in a small-world, scale-free network is what 

makes the internet so effective in the development of genre-specific “communities online,” described by 

van Dijk as “organic communities with a virtual counterpart online” (167). Scholars have been studying 

popular romance for thirty years, but without the virtual augmentation of the community, those 

scholars would still be relatively isolated from one another and significantly isolated from the non-

scholarly critical discussions of the genre’s readers. It is the very nature of scale-free networks that 



makes the internet the ideal communications environment for the community-building necessary to 

support a stable academic niche. Stability does not necessarily equate to growth, however. So network 

theory alone is not enough to explain IASPR’s explosive growth of the last five years. It is here that 

network theory joins with disruptive innovation theory, to explain the active growth in popular romance 

studies.  

Christensen et al. state that “disruptive innovation theory points to situations in which new 

organizations can use relatively simple, convenient, low-cost innovations to create growth and triumph 

over powerful incumbents (xv). In our example, the product being produced is knowledge. While the 

argument could be made that mainstream academia also utilizes the internet, they are largely bound by 

their own historical production models, simply improving upon previously-used methodologies. In other 

words, they are not changing what they are doing, but are simply doing the same things more 

efficiently. As an example of this essential difference in world-view, I submit the Boards of Directors for 

IASPR, and the Pop Culture Association/American Culture Association. All twelve of the PCA/ACA board 

members are university affiliates (PCA/ACA). Of IASPR’s six-person board, four are affiliated with a 

university, but one of those is also a bestselling romance author; the sixth member is Sarah Wendell, 

one of the “Smart Bitches” from above (IASPR). A popular blogger and a romance novelist would 

presumably give significantly different input than ivory-tower academicians, and in its selection of board 

members, IASPR displays an innovative fluidity in the basic conceptual framework of academic genre. 

Lee and Vonortas claim that “a firm’s ability to compete in the future, as well as its very 

existence, will be in question if it cannot capture the benefits of the disruptive nature of e-commerce” 

(168). The Smart Bitches blog, and others like it, represent the new world order: knowledge consumers 

(note that I don’t call them “students”) are seeking value for their invested time, attention, and/or 

money, just like any other consumer. Essentially, IASPR/JPRS are acting as an academic firm, taking 



advantage of “the opportunity to drive the education agenda [ . . . ] around customization and 

convenience” (Christensen, Anthony and Roth 115). 

Interestingly enough, however, this new style of academic business model returns us to network 

theory, being predicated upon the virtual networks and communities discussed above. In Network 

Society, Van Dijk argues that [f]or the first time in history, the new media will enable us to make a 

deliberate choice between mediated and face-to-face communication in a large number of social 

activities (12, emphasis in original). In contrast to the nature of traditional academic associations, 

platforms such as Twitter, Facebook, and Skype engender a less formal, almost fraternal perception of 

the in-group members of IASPR. This in-grouping, created through preferential attachment, is “a process 

of collective deliberation and action in which people engage from amidst the private realm” (Bakardjieva 

121)—resulting in participants who are geographically far-flung, yet are truly an organic community with 

a virtual counterpart. 

The more personal perception of in-group enabled by the internet’s disruptive innovation of the 

mechanics of communication, when combined with the new model of value-driven educational 

consumerism, translate into a further innovative disruption—the definition of “academic.” By this, in no 

way do I mean that the scholars involved are any less serious about their discipline, or that the bar for 

entry is set any less high than it is for traditional academia. Rather, I argue that the disruption is a 

fundamental shift in the perception of what constitutes contributive value to a scholarly discussion. 

Previously, an advanced degree was considered de rigeur to enter an academic debate—in fact, even 

reading the journals in which those debates occurred required either university affiliation or a great deal 

of money. The internet trend of “open-access” journals not only allows for non-traditional academics to 

consume content, but also effectively crowdsources content creation, through such means as online 

submissions, comment fields, and academically-oriented blogs. 



With its policies of open-source submissions and open-access readership, IASPR’s sister Journal 

of Popular Romance Studies provides a path for popular romance consumers to become respected 

content creators in their own right. In the ‘publish, then filter’ era, every online resource must fight for 

readership, and JPRS is creating a new model of online scholarship which allows popular romance 

authors and readers to speak for themselves in the academic discussions about their genre, while still 

vetting and curating the results. This opens up an internet-wide world of contribution possibilities, 

enriching the debate, drawing new readers, and ultimately, new members. 

Where do we go from here? 

While network and innovation theories adequately explain how popular romance studies was 

able to spring to life in such a short time, that is not the only use that romance scholars can put them to. 

How the discipline grows is important, and the theories above can be applied in a forward-thinking 

fashion: for example, suggestions for how to maintain growth in a healthy (by network standards) 

fashion is one easy extension of this study, as is analyzing the various media employed by romance 

scholars for structural health of each network independently, as well as in contribution to a larger 

whole. Oh, and there is one other problem that applied network theory can help to solve—how to rid 

the discipline of its continued influence by certain apocalyptic equestriennes. 
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